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ABSTRACT
HAT-P-11 is a mid-K dwarf that hosts one of the first Neptune-sized planets found outside the solar
system. The orbit of HAT-P-11b is misaligned with the star’s spin — one of the few known cases of a
misaligned planet orbiting a star less massive than the Sun. We find an additional planet in the system
based on a decade of precision radial velocity (RV) measurements from Keck/HIRES. HAT-P-11c is
similar to Jupiter in its mass (MP sin i = 1.6±0.1 MJ) and orbital period (P = 9.3+1.0−0.5 year), but has a
much more eccentric orbit (e = 0.60±0.03). In our joint modeling of RV and stellar activity, we found
an activity-induced RV signal of ∼7 m s−1, consistent with other active K dwarfs, but significantly
smaller than the 31 m s−1 reflex motion due to HAT-P-11c. We investigated the dynamical coupling
between HAT-P-11b and c as a possible explanation for HAT-P-11b’s misaligned orbit, finding that
planet-planet Kozai interactions cannot tilt planet b’s orbit due to general relativistic precession;
however, nodal precession operating on million year timescales is a viable mechanism to explain HAT-
P-11b’s high obliquity. This leaves open the question of why HAT-P-11c may have such a tilted
orbit. At a distance of 38 pc, the HAT-P-11 system offers rich opportunities for further exoplanet
characterization through astrometry and direct imaging.
Keywords: planetary systems – planets and satellites: detection – planets and satellites: dynamical
evolution and stability – stars: individual (HAT-P-11)
1. INTRODUCTION
HAT-P-11 is a mid-K dwarf known to host HAT-P-
11b, a super-Neptune on a P = 4.88 day orbit, with
MP = 23.4 ± 1.5 M⊕ and RP = 4.36 ± 0.06 R⊕. The
planet was first discovered by Bakos et al. (2010) us-
ing ground-based photometry and confirmed by radial
velocities (RVs), which constrained its mass and eccen-
tricity. Bakos et al. (2010) found a moderate eccentricity
of e = 0.198 ± 0.046, the first clue that the HAT-P-11
system is dynamically hot. At the time, HAT-P-11b was
the smallest planet discovered by ground-based transit
photometry.
HAT-P-11 was observed by the Kepler Space Tele-
scope (Borucki et al. 2010) during its prime mission
(2009–2013). Deming et al. (2011) and Sanchis-Ojeda &
Winn (2011) analyzed this data and found spot-crossing
anomalies at particular phases of the transit of HAT-P-
11b, which are consistent with a nearly polar orbit cross-
ing two active latitudes on the host star. This was in
agreement with the results from two independent RV
campaigns by Winn et al. (2010b) and Hirano et al.
(2011), who used the Rossiter-McLaughlin (RM) effect
to measure the planet’s orbital obliquity to be λ ≈ 100◦.
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2Using the Kepler photometry, Huber et al. (2017) also
reported a tentative detection of HAT-P-11b’s secondary
eclipse.
Here, we present an extended RV timeseries spanning
10 years (Section 2), which show a long-period Keplerian
signal with P ≈ 9 years. While HAT-P-11 is chromo-
spherically active, we show in Section 3 that the RV
signal cannot be explained by activity alone. In Section
4, we model the RV time series including the effects of
planet b, planet c, and stellar activity. We investigate
the dynamical connection between the two planets in
Section 5 and find that HAT-P-11c can explain the high
obliquity of HAT-P-11b. Finally, we place the HAT-P-
11 system in context of other exoplanet systems (Sec-
tion 6) and discuss prospects for future characterization
(Section 7).
2. SPECTROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS
The California Planet Search (CPS; Howard et al.
2010) has observed the HAT-P-11 system since 2007
August with the High Resolution Echelle Spectrometer
(HIRES; Vogt et al. 1994) at the Keck I 10m telescope
on Maunakea. We collected a total of 253 spectra with
an iodine cell in front of the spectrometer, which im-
prints iodine absorption lines to serve as a wavelength
reference against which RVs can be measured precisely.
The spectra have signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) between
100 and 130 per pixel on blaze near 5500 Å.
2.1. Radial Velocities
We used the standard CPS pipeline described in
Howard et al. (2010) to determine the RVs. This in-
volves forward modeling the stellar and iodine spectra
convolved with the instrumental point spread function
for different spectral segments (Marcy & Butler 1992;
Valenti et al. 1995). The complete set of RV data
is presented in Table 1, with a median uncertainty of
1.4 m s−1. In the subsequent analysis, we have excluded
two sets of very high cadence observations taken within
4 hr of the transit of HAT-P-11b, which are affected by
the RM effect.
This leaves us with 144 remaining RV measurements,
which are plotted in Figure 1a. In their original dis-
covery, Bakos et al. (2010) reported a significant long-
term drift over two years of RV observations, which they
interpreted as a possible second planet. With our ex-
tended observational baseline of ten years, we see that
this long-period trend has reversed, suggesting that we
have now viewed a complete orbit of this outer compan-
ion. A generalized Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Zech-
meister & Kürster 2009) of the raw RVs shows a peak
at ∼ 3463 days (Figure 1c), just over 9 years.
Table 1. Radial Velocity and Activity Measurements
Time RV σ(RV) SHK Index σ(SHK) Hα Index σ(Hα) Flag
BJDTBD m s
−1 m s−1
2454335.891030 6.50 1.03 0.5599 0.0056 0.04539 0.00026 1
2454335.897680 6.75 1.09 0.5614 0.0056 0.04537 0.00026 1
2454336.746470 8.03 0.94 0.5748 0.0057 0.04533 0.00025 1
2454336.859340 4.30 1.03 0.5751 0.0058 0.04531 0.00026 1
2454336.947330 0.27 1.00 0.5765 0.0058 0.04543 0.00027 1
2454337.729220 −12.86 1.14 0.5886 0.0059 0.04602 0.00028 1
Note—Radial velocity (RV) and activity measurements calculated from HIRES observations.
A 1 in the Flag column indicates that the data point was used in our analysis. Table 1 is
published in its entirety in machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for guidance
regarding its form and content.
2.2. Stellar Activity Indicators
HAT-P-11 is known to be a spotted, chromospher-
ically active star (Deming et al. 2011; Morris et al.
2017b). Stellar activity can produce spurious RV sig-
nals that may be mistaken for a planet (see e.g. Robert-
son et al. 2014; Haywood et al. 2014). To investigate
whether stellar activity could account for the 9 year RV
signal, we extract two activity indices from our spectro-
scopic observations.
The Mount Wilson SHK index traces the chromo-
spheric emission in the cores of the Ca II H&K lines
(Vaughan et al. 1978) and is a standard activity tracer
for main-sequence stars. We extract SHK from our spec-
tra following the procedure of Isaacson & Fischer (2010),
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Figure 1. Panel (a): Radial velocity (RV) time series, showing a long-period signal. Panel (b): SHK index time series. Error
bars for both panels (a) and (b) are shown but are comparable to the size of the points. Panel (c): A Lomb-Scargle periodogram
of the RV data shows strong power at P ≈ 3500 days. This signal and its harmonics dominate the periodogram and overwhelm
the 4.88 day signal from the known inner planet, HAT-P-11b. Panel (d): The SHK periodogram has a peak at a similar period.
We note the strong signal in both periodograms at 29 days, the inferred rotational period of HAT-P-11.
and our measurements are precise to 1%.
We also measured the Hα index, which has been found
to be a good activity tracer for late-type stars (Gomes
da Silva et al. 2011; Robertson et al. 2014). While Hα
tracked SHK closely, the size of the variations were on the
1-2% level, comparable to the measurement uncertainty.
Therefore, we henceforth use SHK as the activity tracer.
Both activity indices for each observation are provided
in Table 1.
The periodogram of SHK (Figure 1d) has a peak at
∼ 3800 days, close to peak found in the RV periodogram.
Morris et al. (2017a,b) also observed this activity signal
and interpreted it as a solar-like dynamo. Given the
comparable timescales of the RV and activity cycles, we
consider whether activity could be responsible for the
RV variability in the following section.
3. IS THE LONG-PERIOD RV SIGNAL DUE TO
STELLAR ACTIVITY?
Our decade of RV observations of HAT-P-11 have re-
vealed a long-period signal, suggestive of a planet. Here,
we assess whether this signal could be caused by stellar
activity. We show that activity is incompatible with the
observed 9 year RV signal for three reasons: (1) the ob-
served amplitude is much larger than activity-induced
RV variability seen in similar stars, (2) there is a signif-
icant phase offset between the activity and RV cycles,
and (3) the RV-activity correlation is too weak to ac-
count for the RV signal.
3.1. Amplitude of RV Signal
We first subtracted the effect of HAT-P-11b from the
RV time series, using a model generated from the orbital
parameters derived by Bakos et al. (2010). The residual
RVs are shown in Figure 2 and the remaining long-period
signal has a semi-amplitude of ∼ 35 m s−1.
Typical activity-induced RV signals are significantly
smaller. Isaacson & Fischer (2010) measured the chro-
mospheric activity and RV jitter of ∼ 2600 main-
sequence and subgiant stars. For the ∼ 300 stars in the
sample similar to HAT-P-11 (1.0 < B − V < 1.3), the
typical RMS in measured RVs was around 4 − 8 m s−1.
In particular, there was no increase in jitter as a func-
tion of SHK index, suggesting that K dwarfs do not have
significant activity-induced jitter.
These findings were corroborated in a similar study by
Lovis et al. (2011), who observed 304 FGK stars with
HARPS over seven years, finding a maximum activity-
induced RV signal of 11 m s−1. This study also found
that RV correlation with magnetic activity is minimized
in stars with Teff ≈ 4800 K, where even strong magnetic
cycles induced RV signals of only several m s−1.
Thus, it is unlikely that the ∼ 35 m s−1 RV signal
in the HAT-P-11 data could be attributed to stellar ac-
4tivity alone, as it is more than three times larger than
previously known activity-induced signals, particularly
when we consider the reduced sensitivity of RVs to chro-
mospheric activity in K dwarfs.
3.2. RV-Activity Phase Offset
Another line of reasoning favoring the planet interpre-
tation is the phase offset between the RV and SHK cycles.
Activity-induced RV signals arise due to suppression of
convective blueshift, primarily by plages (e.g. Haywood
et al. 2014; Dumusque et al. 2014). Because the SHK in-
dex measures chromospheric Ca II H&K emission, it is a
direct measure of plage activity (Shine & Linsky 1974).
Hence, any activity-induced RV signal should move in
lockstep with the SHK activity indicator, without any
phase offset.
The presence of spots may cause a phase shift be-
tween the SHK and induced RV signal, due to masking
of parts of the star that are rotationally blue- or red-
shifted (Haywood et al. 2014). The maximum offset be-
tween the two signals due to rotation is only a fraction
of the stellar rotation period (29 days) and is therefore
negligible when compared to the 9 year period of the RV
signal.
Inspection of Figure 1 shows that the RV and SHK
time series reach their respective minima at times that
differ by more than a year. To measure the significance
of this offset, we used the publicly available RadVel soft-
ware package (Fulton et al. 2018)1 to fit a Keplerian
model to the residual RVs described in Section 3.1, and
to the SHK indices (Figure 2).
For the RVs, we measured an eccentricity of e =
0.565 ± 0.035, period of 3334 ± 220 days, and a peri-
astron passage of JD = 2456859+22−31. If this signal were
in fact due to stellar activity, we would expect the shape
and period of the SHK cycle to be similar. We thus fit
the SHK time series with another Keplerian using priors
on eccentricity and period corresponding to the RV fit.
For the SHK indices, we measure a “periastron passage”
of JD = 2457271+28−34, more than 400 days after tp of the
RV signal. This corresponds to a phase offset of ∼ 12%,
a difference of > 10σ.
There is no physical basis to expect such a 400 day
offset between the long-period SHK and RV cycles. This
suggests that their apparent similarity is no more than
a coincidence, rather than a causative relationship be-
tween stellar activity and measured RVs.
3.3. RV-SHK Correlation
Finally, if the long-period RV variation was indeed due
to stellar activity, they should be correlated across the
1 https://radvel.readthedocs.io
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Figure 2. Top: The maximum-likelihood Keplerian model
fit to the residual RVs, after removing the effect of the inner
planet. Vertical dashed lines mark the 1-σ confidence inter-
val for the time of periastron passage. Bottom: Using the
model parameters and uncertainties derived from the RV fit
as priors, we fit a Keplerian to the SHK indices. The time of
periastron passage for this model is 412 days later, demon-
strating a significant phase offset between the two signals.
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Figure 3. Residual RVs as a function of SHK index. While
there is some correlation between the RVs and stellar activity,
the low Pearson’s r statistic suggests that only ∼ 34% of the
total variation could be part of an activity-induced signal.
entire dataset. Figure 3 shows the residual RVs after
removing the effect of planet b as a function of SHK
index. While there exists a weak linear correlation, the
Pearson’s r statistic is only 0.34, indicating that up to a
third of the total RMS variation in RVs can be accounted
for by stellar activity. The remaining variation, reflected
in the large scatter around the fitted line, must be due
to another mechanism.
3.4. Summary
Stellar activity alone is insufficient to explain the RV
variability of HAT-P-11. The amplitude of the RV vari-
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Figure 4. Panel (a): Residual RVs, after removing the effect of the inner planet. We identified four different intervals of up to
180 days each with relatively high observational cadence, over which the RV signal of any putative outer planet can be neglected.
These four intervals are marked with colored points. Panel (b): SHK indices, with the same observation periods marked. Panel
(c): For each identified period, a strong correlation between residual RV and SHK can be observed, with the slope consistent
over all four seasons. Panel (d): Same as panel (c) but with the effects of both planets b and c removed. The offsets between
the four observing seasons have vanished, such that the correlations from each season are now fully consistent with each other.
For clarity, the errors in SHK index are not shown in panels (c) and (d).
ation is too large to be caused solely by stellar activity
(Section 3.1), and the activity cycle is offset from the RV
signal by more than a year (Section 3.2). The correla-
tion between the residual RVs and SHK indices also show
that most of the RV variation cannot be attributed to
stellar activity (Section 3.3). We therefore subsequently
adopt a two-planet interpretation for the data.
4. RV MODELING
Here, we describe our modeling of the HAT-P-11 RVs
that includes contributions from two planets. The weak
RV-SHK correlation, described in Section 3.3, motivated
an analysis that simultaneously includes the effects of
stellar activity.
To better understand the connection between the
residual RVs and stellar activity, we identify four seasons
of < 180 days with at least 15 observations, over which
long-period variations can be neglected (Figure 4). For
each of these four intervals, we find much stronger lin-
ear correlations between the SHK index and residual RVs
than the correlation present in the full set of observa-
tions. The Pearson’s r statistics were > 0.5 for all in-
tervals, and the p-values were less than 5%. We also
observe that the high-cadence segments have different
6mean RVs, but the correlations have consistent slopes
as determined by a bootstrap resampling. This suggests
that stellar activity has a small but consistent effect on
the RV measurements, but it cannot explain the offsets
between observing seasons, since they occur at the same
SHK values but have mean RVs that differ by more than
50 m s−1.
Given this short-timescale RV-activity correlation, we
modeled the data using a two-planet Keplerian model
as well as a linear correlation between the RVs and SHK.
We used the RadVel package (Fulton et al. 2018) to per-
form maximum-likelihood fitting and MCMC parameter
estimation.
We fixed the period and time of conjunction for HAT-
P-11b according to the values derived by Huber et al.
(2017) from four years of Kepler data. The remaining
orbital parameters for planets b and c, as well as an
average RV offset, γ, were allowed to float. We parame-
terized e and ω of each planet as
√
e cosω and
√
e sinω
to guard against a bias toward non-zero eccentricities
as recommended by Eastman et al. (2013). We also
imposed a beta distribution prior for the eccentricities
recommended in Kipping (2013).
The slope of the activity-RV correlation is a new
free parameter, cS , such that the induced RV signal is
cS∆SHK,i. Here, ∆SHK,i ≡ SHK,i − SHK is the mean-
centered SHK index at time ti. Any further constant
offset is absorbed into γ.
The likelihood is
lnL = −1
2
∑
i
[
(vi − vm,i − cS∆SHK,i)2
σ2i + σ
2
jit
+ ln 2pi(σ2i + σ
2
jit)
]
where vi and vm,i are the measured and model RVs at
time ti, σi is the corresponding uncertainty on the mea-
sured RV, and σjit is the jitter.
The results of our RV fit are shown in Figure 5 and the
derived planetary parameters are given in Table 2. We
also provide the posterior distributions from our MCMC
analysis in Appendix C. We find that HAT-P-11c is
a MP sin i = 1.60+0.09−0.08 MJ giant planet with semima-
jor axis of a = 4.13+0.29−0.16 AU. Its high-eccentricity or-
bit (e = 0.601+0.032−0.031) gives it a periastron distance of
1.67+0.14−0.13 AU and an apoastron distance of 6.61
+0.52
−0.30 AU.
This large separation reached at apoastron will have
a positive effect on any future attempts to detect the
planet via direct imaging, as we discuss in Section 7.
Once the effect of both planets is removed (Figure 4d),
residual RVs show a strong linear correlation with the
SHK values (Pearson’s r = 0.479, p-value = 8 × 10−9),
where the offsets between the four observing seasons are
eliminated. The total semi-amplitude of the activity-
induced RV is ∼ 7 m s−1, consistent with that observed
in stars of similar spectral types (see Section 3.1).
We also investigated models with higher and lower
complexity. We first examined a single-planet model
with activity as well as a two-planet model without
activity correction. These models were not favored
when compared using the Bayesian Information Crite-
rion (BIC; Schwarz 1978). We also considered the possi-
bility of additional planets in the system, but these were
not found by a two-dimensional Keplerian Lomb-Scargle
(2DKLS; O’Toole et al. 2009) periodogram search. We
describe these model comparisons in detail in Appendix
A.
Table 2. System Parameters
Stellar Parameters
R? (R) 0.683± 0.009 A
M? (M) 0.809+0.02−0.03 B
Teff (K) 4780± 50 B
[Fe/H] +0.31± 0.05 B
V (mag) 6.57± 0.09 B
v sin i (km s−1) 1.5± 1.5 B
Prot (d) 29.2 B
Age (Gyr) 6.5+5.9−4.1 B
Distance (pc) 37.89± 0.33 C
Planetary Parameters
Planet b
P (days) ≡ 4.887802443 D
Tconj (JD) ≡ 2454957.8132067 D
e 0.218+0.034−0.031 E
ω (◦) 19+14−16 E
MP sin i (M⊕) 23.4± 1.5 E
a (AU) 0.05254+0.00064−0.00066 E
RP (R⊕) 4.36± 0.06 D
rperi (AU) 0.0413+0.0018−0.0019 E
Tperi (JD) 2454957.15+0.17−0.20 E
rapo (AU) 0.0637+0.0020−0.0019 E
Tapo (JD) 2454959.60+0.17−0.20 E
Planet c
P (days) 3407+360−190 E
Tconj (JD) 2456746+24−32 E
e 0.601+0.032−0.031 E
ω (◦) 143.7+4.8−4.9 E
MP sin i (M⊕) 507+30−27 E
a (AU) 4.13+0.29−0.16 E
rperi (AU) 1.67+0.14−0.13 E
Tperi (JD) 2456862+20−26 E
rapo (AU) 6.61+0.52−0.30 E
Tapo (JD) 2458565+166−87 E
A: Deming et al. (2011) B: Bakos et al. (2010)
C: Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016a)
D: Huber et al. (2017) E: This work
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Figure 5. Two-planet Keplerian fit to the RVs, including a linear correlation between SHK and radial velocities. Panel (a): The
most probable model and full radial velocity time series. Panel (b): Residuals from the most probable model, after removing
the effect of both planets and the SHK decorrelation. Panels (c) and (d): Phase-folded RVs and the most probable model for
planets b and c respectively, with contributions of the other planet and SHK decorrelation removed. The large red circles show
phase-binned RVs.
Finally, to ensure our methodology does not always
favor planets over activity, we applied an identical anal-
ysis to the HD99492 system, another active mid-K dwarf
with long-period activity and RV signals (Appendix B).
In this case, the BIC rejects a planetary explanation
for the RVs and prefers a pure stellar activity model, in
agreement with the findings of Kane et al. (2016).
5. SYSTEM DYNAMICS AND SPIN-ORBIT
MISALIGNMENT
The orbit of HAT-P-11b is known to be misaligned
with its host star’s spin axis, with an obliquity of
λ ≈ 100◦, corresponding to a nearly polar orbit (see
Section 1). There are a number of other planets with
misaligned orbits (see Albrecht et al. 2012; Dai & Winn
82017). Many explanations have been proposed for such
misalignments, including Kozai-Lidov cycles (e.g. Fab-
rycky & Tremaine 2007), planet-planet scattering (e.g.
Nagasawa et al. 2008), primordial tilting of the proto-
planetary disk (e.g. Batygin 2012), or angular momen-
tum transport by internal gravity waves (e.g. Rogers
et al. 2012). Here, we examine the dynamical coupling
between HAT-P-11b and c and assess if it can explain
the observed misalignment.
The orbital angular momentum of HAT-P-11c is much
greater than that of HAT-P-11b and the star’s spin an-
gular momentum, allowing us to make the approxima-
tion that the orbital plane of planet c is invariant. As
a matter of convenience, we define angles that describe
the orientation of planet b’s orbit, inclination ib and
argument of periastron ωb, with respect to the orbital
plane of planet c. Note that this reference plane is not
the sky plane, which is often used to describe the or-
bits of transiting planets. In this coordinate system,
ib is therefore the relative inclination between the two
planets. Following Mardling (2010), we write down the
orbit-averaged Hamiltonian for the interaction of the
two planets, expanded to quadrupole order in semimajor
axis ratio (Kaula 1964):2
H =1
4
Gmbmc
ac
(
ab
ac
)2(
1√
1− e2c
)3
[(
1 +
3
2
e2b
)(
3
2
cos2 ib − 1
2
)
+
15
4
e2b sin
2 ib cos 2ωb
]
.
(1)
The second term, containing e2b sin
2 ib, gives rise to the
Kozai-Lidov mechanism, in which the inner planet un-
dergoes cycles trading large inclinations for large eccen-
tricities. However, because HAT-P-11b is very close in
to its star, general relativistic (GR) effects cause apsidal
precession, which may suppress Kozai-Lidov oscillations
under suitable conditions (e.g. Ford et al. 2000; Fab-
rycky & Tremaine 2007). Hence, we must include an
additional GR term in the Hamiltonian.
We can write the Hamiltonian including the GR term
using scaled canonical Delaunay variables, where Ωb is
the longitude of ascending node of planet b:
G =
√
1− e2b g = ωb
H =
√
1− e2b cos ib h = Ωb
and correspondingly scaling the Hamiltonian by
2 The semimajor axis ratio in this sytem is ab
ac
≈ 0.01, warrant-
ing a leading-order trunctation of the Hamiltonian.
mb
√GM?ab, giving
H′ = 1
16
nb
mc
M?
(
ab
ac
√
1− e2c
)3 [(
5− 3G2) (3H2 −G2)
G2
+
15
(
1−G2) (G2 −H2) cos 2g
G2
]
+ 3nb
GM?
abc2
1
G
.
(2)
Here, we have written the expression in terms of the
mean motion nb =
√GM?/a3.
The rapid apsidal precession due to GR may suppress
the Kozai resonance, which requires a slowly varying ωb.
We calculate the GR precession rate,
ω˙GR = 3nb
GM?
abc2
1
G2
≈ 2.2× 10−4 yr−1
which gives a precession period of approximately 30,000
years.
In comparison, the Kozai timescale is given by (Kise-
leva et al. 1998):
τ =
2P 2c
3piP 2b
M?
mc
(
1− e2c
)3/2
≈ 4× 105 years,
an order of magnitude longer. Thus, we expect that the
Kozai mechanism is suppressed in this system.
To confirm this, we examine the phase space of the
Hamiltonian (2). The Hamiltonian admits two integrals
of motion: H as well asH′ itself. Thus, any given phase-
space portrait is parameterized by H, which translates
to a particular imax, the inclination of the inner planet
attained when its orbit is circular. Along level curves
of H′, the variables G, g trace out trajectories in a two-
dimensional phase space, where the eccentricity is given
by eb =
√
1−G2, which specifies the instantaneous in-
clination via the conservation of H.
We plot the phase-space portraits for two different val-
ues of imax with and without GR, projected into non-
canonical coordinates eb cosωb and eb sinωb in Figure 6.
In agreement with the simple timescale argument pre-
sented above, we find that the fast precession of ωb in
the HAT-P-11 system is sufficient to suppress Kozai os-
cillations, such that there is no libration of eb for any
value of imax.
We note that simply because the Kozai effect does not
operate within the present-day architecture of the HAT-
P-11 system does not rule out the possibility that it
could have operated previously. This requires the semi-
major axis of planet b to have been larger in the past
and to have shrunk to its current configuration due to
tidal friction (e.g. Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007). How-
ever, the tidal migration timescale is longer than the
tidal circularization timescale by a factor of 1/(1 − e2)
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Figure 6. Phase-space portraits for the two-planet Hamilton in eb, ωb space for different values of imax. Blue trajectories
indicate circulation, where e remains roughly constant while ω precesses; red trajectories indicate libration of e. The dashed
gray circle shows the current observed eccentricity of HAT-P-11b. Panels (a), (b): At low maximal inclinations imax, only
circulatory trajectories exist, where eb remains roughly constant while ωb precesses. Panel (c): GR precession suppresses
libratory trajectories even at high values of imax. Panel (d): If GR precession is neglected, the Kozai mechanism can occur,
with libratory trajectories taking the planet to high eccentricity and inclination.
(Hut 1981). Thus, tides would tend to circularize the
orbit faster than they shrink the orbit. Given that the
orbit is still eccentric, we consider it unlikely that tidal
damping has shrunk the orbit of HAT-P-11b.
Given the lack of Kozai cycles, we can average out the
Kozai term, which leaves us with a trivial dynamical sys-
tem, governed by a Hamiltonian that only depends on
the actions, and thus yields only precession as its con-
sequence. The longitude of ascending node then evolves
according to
dΩb
dt
=
∂H′
∂H
=
1
2
nb
mc
M?
(
ab
ac
√
1− e2c
)3(
15− 9G2
G2
)
H.
(3)
Thus, Ωb precesses around the invariant plane defined
by the outer planet’s orbit, with a period of approxi-
mately 3.5 Myr, significantly shorter than the age of the
system. If the orbit normal of planet c is misaligned
with the spin axis of the star by more than half the cur-
rent observed obliquity of planet b, ic & 50◦, this would
be sufficient to explain HAT-P-11b’s approximately po-
lar orbit (Figure 7). However, this does not explain the
initial misalignment of HAT-P-11c, which may be the
result of planet-planet scattering in the outer system.
We also check that the stellar spin axis does not it-
self precess more quickly than the inner planet, as such
an arrangement would result in a coupling between the
star and the inner planet, allowing both to precess to-
gether and remain aligned. We follow Spalding & Baty-
gin (2015) and model the oblateness of the star as a
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Figure 7. Precession of the longitude of ascending node Ωb of
HAT-P-11b’s orbit (blue) around the orbital plane of HAT-
P-11c (brown) can result in a polar orbit for planet b. (1)
Initially, the inner planet’s orbit is aligned with the star’s
rotation axis (black arrow), but the outer planet has an in-
clination ∼ 50◦ (normal to orbital plane shown as brown
arrow). (2) As time progresses, the longitude of ascending
node precesses around the plane of the outer planet’s orbit,
increasing the inclination of the inner planet’s orbit relative
to the stellar rotation axis. (3) The inner planet reaches a
maximum inclination twice that of the outer planet relative
to the stellar rotation axis.
point mass surrounded by an orbiting ring with effec-
tive semimajor axis
a˜ =
[
16ν2k22R
6
?
9I2GM?
]1/3
. (4)
Here, ν is the stellar rotation frequency, and we have
used the dimensionless moment of inertia I = 0.08 and
Love number k2 = 0.01. Using Equation 3 for the pre-
cession rate due to the torque from the inner planet on
the star, we confirm that the stellar precession timescale
is on the order of 100 Myr, much slower than the pre-
cession of the inner planet.
This application of secular theory to the HAT-P-11
system presents a plausible dynamical history that ex-
plains the unusual polar orbit of HAT-P-11b. Through
precession around the outer planet’s orbital plane, HAT-
P-11b can attain very high obliquities with respect to the
stellar rotation axis, although the angle with respect to
the invariant plane remains fixed. A measurement of the
mutual inclination between the planetary orbits, for ex-
ample, through astrometry (Section 7), could help shed
more light on this explanation. Nonetheless, irrespective
of the exact scenario, this system would have required a
large degree of primordial misalignment, either between
the orbits of the two planets as described here, or be-
tween the stellar spin axis and HAT-P-11b.
6. THE HAT-P-11 SYSTEM IN CONTEXT
Among the planets that have measured obliquities,
HAT-P-11b is an outlier. It has the smallest planetary
to stellar mass ratio and one of the lowest host star ef-
fective temperatures for a misaligned planet (Figure 8).
Winn et al. (2010a) first noted a connection be-
tween high stellar obliquities and effective temperature,
with a higher proportion of planets around hot stars
(Teff & 6000 K) with misaligned orbits. They suggested
that this could be due to the fact that cool stars have
larger convective zones, creating strong tidal coupling
with their close-in planets that realigns the star to the
planet’s orbit normal. In contrast, hot stars without
these large convective zones have weaker tidal coupling,
leading to a longer tidal realignment timescales.
Indeed, among the cool stars (Teff < 6000 K) with
obliquity measurements, most of the systems exhibiting
significant misalignment also have large a/R? (Figure
8). This corresponds to a longer realignment timescale,
allowing systems to retain any primordial inclination.
Seen in this light, HAT-P-11b is no longer an outlier,
with a/R? = 16.3±0.4. Albrecht et al. (2012) calculated
the characteristic realignment timescale for the system
to be ∼ 1015 years, vastly longer than the age of the
system. Hence, while the secular precession of HAT-
P-11b’s orbit normal may be a plausible reason for the
observed misalignment, it is not a necessary condition
since any primordial misalignment of HAT-P-11b would
have also been retained.
While nodal precession is not necessary to maintain
HAT-P-11b’s misalignment for Gyr timescales, it may
be for shorter-period planets like HATS-14b (Zhou et al.
2015). Another system for which this mechanism may
be at work is WASP-8, which is reminiscent of HAT-P-
11 in the following respects: WASP-8 is a cool star with
a close-in misaligned planet and a distant giant planet
on an eccentric orbit (Knutson et al. 2014).
Nodal precession is likely one of several ways to pro-
duce misaligned planets. For example, Kepler-420b
(Santerne et al. 2014) and HD 80606b (Hébrard et al.
2010) have stellar companions, suggesting star-planet
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Figure 8. HAT-P-11b in the context of other planets with measured obliquities.c Left: Effective temperature and projected
stellar obliquities. For clarity, error bars are only shown for planets misaligned by 10◦ or more. A large fraction of planets
orbiting stars hotter than ∼ 6000 K are misaligned, perhaps due to the absence of convective envelopes around these stars (see
Section 6). HAT-P-11b is one of only a handful of misaligned planets orbiting a star cooler than 6000 K. Right: Obliquities for
stars with Teff < 6000 K as a function of a/R?. Close-in planets tend to be aligned, but this preference vanishes for a/R? & 15.
The mapping between point color and Teff is the same as in the left panel.
rather than planet-planet mechanisms. However, if
planet-planet nodal precession is a common mechanism
to produce misaligned orbits, we predict a correlation
between misaligned planets around cool stars and dis-
tant, eccentric giants. Such a prediction is testable with
future RV, astrometric, or imaging follow-up of known
misaligned systems as well as the many more that will
soon be discovered by the Transiting Exoplanet Survey
Satellite (TESS; Ricker et al. 2014).
7. PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE OBSERVATIONS
7.1. Secondary Eclipse of HAT-P-11b
Secondary eclipse observations can provide insight
into the albedo and thermal structure of a planet’s at-
mosphere. Huber et al. (2017) reported the detection
of the secondary eclipse of HAT-P-11b based on Ke-
pler photometry, at an orbital phase of φ = 0.659 and
depth of 5 ppm. Our adopted RV model found an ex-
pected secondary eclipse phase of φ = 0.623+0.018−0.019, con-
sistent within 2σ of the Huber et al. (2017) detection.
Future observations with the James Webb Space Tele-
scope (Gardner et al. 2006) should be able to detect and
characterize this secondary eclipse.
7.2. Astrometric Characterization of HAT-P-11c
The Gaia mission is currently making extremely high-
precision astrometric observations of one billion astro-
nomical objects. For HAT-P-11, Gaia is expected to
3 Data compiled from TEPCat as of October 2017
(Southworth 2011, http://www.astro.keele.ac.uk/jkt/tepcat/
rossiter.html).
reach an astrometric precision of ∼ 7µas (Gaia Collab-
oration et al. 2016b) by the end of its five-year nominal
mission.
The wide orbit (a = 4.13+0.29−0.16 AU) of HAT-P-11c
and the system’s relative proximity (37.89 ± 0.33 pc)
to Earth means that HAT-P-11c will yield a maximum
astrometric signal of 264+42−29 µas. The presence of the
planet should in principle be detectable by Gaia during
its nominal five-year mission, while a full determination
of the orbit’s three-dimensional orientation will be pos-
sible if the mission duration is extended to 10 years.
Although such a measurement will not uniquely deter-
mine the mutual inclination of the two planets, it will
constrain the difference in angles in a single plane and
could help verify the dynamical picture described in Sec-
tion 5.
7.3. Direct Imaging of HAT-P-11c
HAT-P-11c’s eccentric orbit takes it up to
6.61+0.52−0.30 AU from its host star. Taking into ac-
count the argument of periastron of the orbit, the
maximum sky-projected planet-star separation is
134+15−10 mas.
Assuming a radius and albedo similar to that of
Jupiter, the reflected-light contrast ratio of the planet
will be ∼ 6 × 10−9. This makes HAT-P-11c a poten-
tial although challenging target for high-contrast direct
imaging studies. For example, the Wide Field Infrared
Survey Telescope (WFIRST, Spergel et al. 2015) is ex-
pected to have a 10−9 effective contrast and 100 mas
inner working angle, and may be able to characterize
HAT-P-11c.
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8. CONCLUSION
The HAT-P-11 system is one of the best-studied exo-
planet systems, with long baseline RV and photometric
datasets and RM measurements. Here, we extend the
RV baseline to ten years and discover a new 1.5MJ gi-
ant plant on a distant, eccentric orbit. We found that
the presence of HAT-P-11c may explain the previously
known misalignment of HAT-P-11b through nodal pre-
cession. This mechanism may help to explain the di-
versity of exoplanet obliquities as a function of orbital
distance and host star type. Further characterization of
the HAT-P-11 system will soon be possible thanks to
upcoming spectroscopic, astrometric, and imaging facil-
ities.
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APPENDIX
A. MODEL COMPARISON AND SELECTION
In Section 4, we adopted an RV model incorporating the effect of two planets and an activity-induced signal. This
model was chosen after exploring two other possibilities: (1) A single-planet model where the long-term RV trend
must be completely accounted for by the activity-RV correlation, and (2) A two-planet model without any activity-RV
correlation. Model (3) is the two-planet plus activity model. To compare the models, we compute the BIC, which
incorporates the log-likelihood of the model and a penalty for the number of free parameters. A model with lower BIC
is preferred, with |∆BIC| & 10 being strongly favored. We present the results of the RV fits in Table A1.
We found that the single-planet model (1) gave the poorest fit, with RMS residuals of almost 17 m s−1 and a high
BIC. Models (2) and (3) provided a significant improvement in the RMS residuals, indicating that the long-period
signal can be best explained by the presence of an outer planet. The model parameters found by both models for the
two planets are similar, typically differing by less than 1-σ. However, model (3) had the lowest BIC (∆BIC = −16)
despite the additional model complexity. This is in accordance with our conclusions from Section 3, where we saw that
stellar activity does account for some, but not all, of the RV variation. The BIC analysis thus supports our choice of
a two-planet RV model with a linear activity-RV correction.
We also investigated more complex models to determine if there were additional planets in the system. We performed
an iterative search using the two-dimensional Keplerian Lomb-Scargle (2DKLS) periodogram (O’Toole et al. 2009)
following the technique of Fulton et al. (2015) and Howard & Fulton (2016). An empirical False Alarm Probability
(eFAP) is calculated from a histogram of periodogram amplitudes.
Figure A1 shows the periodogram for a three- versus two-planet model. We find no significant peaks above the eFAP
threshold of 1%, with only minor peaks close to the stellar rotation period of 29 days and its aliases. Thus, inclusion
of a third planet is not justified given the current dataset.
B. COMPARISON WITH HD 99492
To validate the joint RV-activity methodology described in section 4, we applied the same analysis to the HD 99492
system, another moderately active mid-K dwarf with a decade of RV measurements. Similar to HAT-P-11, HD 99492
has a relatively short-period (P = 17.1 days) inner planet first discovered by Marcy et al. (2005). Meschiari et al.
(2011) later attributed a 5000 day RV signal to a distant giant planet. However, the star’s activity cycle, as traced
by the SHK index, was found to have similar periodicity by Kane et al. (2016), who subtracted the effect of the inner
planet from the RVs and found a strong correlation between these residual RVs and the SHK values. They used this
to argue that the outer planet reported by Meschiari et al. (2011) should therefore be attributed to stellar activity.
We investigated the HD 99492 system using the same joint activity-RV analysis described previously. We used 89
HIRES spectra taken by the CPS program over 13 years, from 2004 to 2017 (Figure B2). A long-term periodic signal
can clearly be seen in the SHK measurements, of almost identical period and phase to the RV variability.
We then fit these RV measurements using three different models, similar to those used for fitting HAT-P-11: (1)
A single-planet model with activity-RV decorrelation; (2) A two-planet model without any decorrelation; and (3) A
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Table A1. Comparison of RV-Activity Models
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Adopted)
Number of planets 1 2 2
SHK correction Yes No Yes
Number of free parameters 6 10 11
Planet b parameters
Pb (days) ≡ 4.887802443
T conjb (JD) ≡ 2454957.8132067
eb 0.19+0.14−0.13 0.223
+0.036
−0.034 0.218
+0.034
−0.031
ωb (◦) 33+44−57 18
+15
−17 19
+14
−16
Kb (m s−1) 10.0+2.2−2.3 10.51
+0.72
−0.71 10.42
+0.64
−0.66
Planet c parameters
Pc (days) - 3335+280−160 3407
+360
−190
T conjc (JD) - 2456739
+30
−39 2456746
+24
−32
ec - 0.560+0.034−0.035 0.601
+0.032
−0.031
ωc (◦) - 140.0+4.8−4.9 143.7
+4.8
−4.9
Kc (m s−1) - 32.1±1.4 30.9±1.3
Global parameters
cS (m s−1 SHK −1) 92+43−44 - 78.6
+16.8
−16.1
γ (m s−1) -10.2±1.5 0.223+0.036−0.034 -1.80+0.84−0.79
σjit (m s−1) 17.3+1.1−1.0 5.40
+0.38
−0.34 4.98
+0.36
−0.32
Model comparison
RMS residuals (m s−1) 16.86 5.37 4.98
BIC 1250.91 941.99 925.59
Note—cS is the slope of the linear correlation between RV and SHK
two-planet model with activity-RV decorrelation. We compare these three models in Table B2.
Table B2. Model Comparison for HD 99492
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Adopted)
Number of planets 1 2 2
SHK correction Full None Full
RMS residuals (m s−1) 3.61 3.69 3.39
BIC 502.98 524.53 513.52
For the HD 99492 system, the lowest BIC was achieved for the model with only one planet, with the residual RV
signal fully accounted for by stellar activity (∆BIC = −11). The slope of the RV-SHK correlation was found to be
c1 = 92±18 m s−1 SHK −1, so the semi-amplitude of the activity-induced RV signal is ∼ 5 m s−1, similar to that found
for HAT-P-11. We also noted that when fitting two planets with activity decorrelation (model 3), an MCMC analysis
found the RV semi-amplitude of the outer planet to be 1.8+1.2−2.0 m s
−1, not significantly different from zero. Finally, a
Keplerian fit to the SHK time series found a cycle whose period and phase are consistent with the fit to the RV time
series within 1-σ, suggesting that the two signals are indeed correlated.
Here, we see that the same analysis as previously applied to HAT-P-11 now readily rejects the presence of an outer
planet in the HD 99492 system and supports the integrity of our methodology.
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Figure A1. Two-Dimensional Keplerian Lomb-Scargle (2DKLS) periogram where a third Keplerian is fit to the residuals after
removing HAT-P-11b and c. No additional significant periodic signals could be detected.
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Figure B2. RV measurements (top) and SHK indices (bottom) for HD 99492. Similar to HAT-P-11, the SHK index exhibits a
long-term variation indicative of an activity cycle.
C. POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION OF RV MODEL PARAMETERS
We provide in Figure C3 the posterior distributions for each of the model parameters. To derive these distributions,
we explored the likelihood surface with an MCMC analysis.
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Figure C3. Corner plot showing posterior distributions for each model parameter. The first plot in each column shows the
single-variable distribution, with the vertical dashed lines denoting the most probable value and 1σ confidence bounds. The
remaining plots show joint distributions between each pair of model parameters.
